
FUMC ESL 11-1-2018 Advanced Lesson 

Students: Introduce yourselves and talk about one of the topics below.

1- a hobby you have	 	 2-most interesting job you've had

3- your coolest road trip	 4-name all the places you've lived and tell about the best one


Pronunciation Practice: Monday we worked on S and Z sounds in words with S in them. 
When words end in a consonant followed by SE, the sound is S. EX: false, else, rinse, worse

When a word ends with a vowel and SE, it sounds like S or Z. EX: surprise, raise, cheese, 
mouse, loose, case. Practice pronouncing these sentences. Listen for the S or Z sound.


1. I did worse than I thought in that course.

2. Did he erase the answers on the true-false test?

3. That horse loses races.

4. The cat is chasing the mouse.

5. Please grease these pans.

6. Don't spread false stories.

7. Whose purse is this? Did Jess lose hers?


There are two other sounds S can take. The first sound is ZH. Listen for the ZH sound in these 
words:  usual, leisure, measure, pleasure, treasury, casual, visual

The second sound is SH. Listen for SH in these words: sugar, sure, insurance, issue, tissue, 
pressure, assure 

Practice these sentences. 
1. What assurance do we have?

2. He's under pressure to get the issue out on time.

3. Insurance rates will surely go up.

4. Don't mix business with pleasure.

5. His disease is unusual.

6. We usually dress in casual clothes.


Match the word to the synonym, then put the proper vocabulary word in the sentences.

Vocabulary Word Synonym

nasty to deliberately annoy someone with unkind 
remarks or jokes

nebulous insignificant

needle mean, cruel, spiteful, vicious

negligible make harmless or ineffective

requisite vague



1-The guidance the student's were given was quite _________________, so they had many 
questions for their teaching assistant.

2-The bully continues to ________________ the children until he provokes a fight.

3-All the applicants lacked the _______________ skills for the job.

4-The continual ______________ comments made by the politician about his enemies, finally 
convinced the people to vote him out of office.

5-Most of the time the price difference between the brand name and the generic drug is 
________________, but occasionally, you will notice a big difference.

6-Use air freshener or baking soda to help ________________ annoying pet odors.

7-People within a five mile radius of the petrochemical plant were evacuated due to the 
______________ fumes.


Discuss what you would do in each situation below. 
1-You are hiring a new employee for your company. Your boss has stressed that diversity is 
very important in hiring, so a minority hire would be a good idea. Yet, after all the  interviews, 
the white males all scored better in their interviews than any of the minority candidates. Do you 
hire the minority candidate anyway?


2-Several months ago, you fired an employee who was making personal calls while on the job. 
That is a clear violation of company policy. You were actually glad to have an excuse to fire the 
employee, because he wasn't doing a great job anyway. However, now, you discover your best 
salesman is also making personal phone calls on company time. To be fair, you should fire him. 
But do you?


3-You are working as part of a team in an engineering firm. You've worked on a thorny problem 
for several months and finally come up with a good solution. Your bosses are very happy and 
want to reward the whole team. But actually, only two of the four people on the team did any 
work. The other two spent most of their time working on other projects and just checked in 
occasionally. Do you share the rewards with the whole team, or tell the bosses that all of the 
work was done by only two of you.


4-You discover your co-worker is taking home pens, calculator batteries, pads of paper and 
other office supplies from the supply room. Do you tell anyone? Do you warn the employee 
that is stealing that you will tell? Do you pretend not to notice?  What if the manager discovers 
the missing supplies and blames you for it?


neutralize harmful or poisonous

noxious necessary

Vocabulary Word Synonym


